
Find us on 
Facebook…

Building a useful guide to help new and existing drivers alike. Please follow my 
Facebook Page for a whole series of set up information plus lots lots more...
On Facebook search @SJMRC and hit enter!

@SJMRC

MORE Droop FRONT - Lower Axle / Wishbone Height
• More high speed steering and rear traction on power
• Less high-speed stability
• Decreases initial steering response and low speed steering
• Corner speed improves
• Front of the car will lift more keeping the tyres in contact with 

the ground longer

LESS Droop FRONT - Higher Axle / Wishbone Height
• Less on power steering and less rear traction

• More stable high-speed stability

• Increases off-power steering

• Increases initial steering response and slow speed steering

• More direct - in Chicanes for example

MORE Droop REAR - Lower Axle / Wishbone Height
• Better for handling bumps

• Less braking stability

• Improves on and off-power steering

• Improves corner speed

• Less stable overall, harder to drive especially with low grip

LESS Droop REAR - Higher Axle / Wishbone Height
• Less stable over bumps

• Braking stability improves

• Improves stability overall (unless on a bumpy track)

• More on-power push, more rear traction overall 

General Pointers

More Droop - Better handling on bumpy tracks, more consistent 
traction on difficult tracks. More weight distribution and will remove 
‘twitchiness’ and is better for slow speed corners.

Less Droop - Car changes direction faster and corners flatter.  
Generally feels more responsive and direct.  Better suited for high-
speed smooth tracks. 

Set-up Series: No. 4

Droop

TIP!

What is Droop (or, Axle Height ?) The simplest way to 
understand Droop is to sit your car, race-ready with the 
wheels and tyres on and ride height set, at this point 
measure the distance from the underside of the chassis to 
the surface. Now, slowly lift the car at one end (let’s assume 
the rear) from the centre of the chassis (at the rear), by 
placing your finger under the chassis and lifting slowly.  Only 
lift until the point you cannot lift the chassis any further 
without the wheels leaving the surface.  Once you have 
reached the maximum point of which you can lift without the 
wheels leaving the surface, take the measurement again.  
The difference between the two measurements you have 
taken, is your Droop! 

Droop is the amount of upward travel of the chassis from 
sitting at race ready position to the point of which the tyres 
want to leave the ground, but remain on the surface. 

Assuming the first measurement you took was 8mm (with the 
car set, ready with wheels and tyres on and ride height set) 
then when you lift until the point the wheels want to leave the 
surface but stay in contact with the surface, and you 
measured 12mm, this would mean you have 4mm of Droop. 
4mm of chassis upward travel. 

Exactly how you adjust Droop, please refer to your RC Car 
manual.  In most scenarios, the following are terms used to 
adjusting Droop: Downstop, Droop Screw, Axle Height - to 
adjust either of these, albeit they are the same thing you will 
be adjusting the Droop screw or shocks limiters to either 
raise or lower the wishbone / axle / stub axle etc.

Droop controls weight distribution, or the amount of. Droop 
is affected by the ride height of your car.  When your ride 
height is increased, Droop is reduced and when your ride 
height is reduced (lowered), Droop is increased. 

“Reducing Droop (Higher Axle / Wishbone Height) is one 
of the most effective ways to prevent grip roll”

Look out for Set-up Series:  No.5 - Anti-Rollbars
This will be released around Sunday 9th December 2018.

“Droop is great for changing the initial responsiveness of 
a car, if it’s too responsive, increase front droop if more 
responsiveness is required, decrease front droop”


